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The stability of spherical vesicles in alternating (ac) electric fields is studied theoretically for asymmetric conductivity
conditions across their membranes. The vesicle deformation is obtained from a balance between the curvature elastic energies
and the work done by the Maxwell stresses. The present theory describes and clarifies the mechanisms for the four types of
morphological transitions observed experimentally on vesicles exposed to ac fields in the frequency range from 500 to 2   10
7
Hz. The displacement currents across the membranes redirect the electric fields toward the membrane normal to accumulate
electric charges by the Maxwell-Wagner mechanism. These accumulated electric charges provide the underlying molecular
mechanism for the morphological transitions of vesicles as observed on the micrometer scale.
1. Introduction
The interactions of biological cells and electromagnetic fields can
be viewed from two different perspectives. On the one hand, one
would like to ensure that living cells, including those of our body,
arenotdamagedbycontinuousexposuretovarioustypesofelectro-
magnetic fields generated by power transmission lines, home
appliances, and electronics for telecommunications. On the other
hand, electromagnetic fields can also be applied deliberately to
manipulate biological cells in various ways.
1,2 Indeed, cells exhibit
variousresponsestoelectricfieldssuchasdielectrophoresis,
2electro-
deformation,
3-6 electroporation (electropermeabilization), and
electrofusion
1,7,8 depending on the cell types and the electric fields
used in the experiments. Therefore, electric fields provide experi-
mentaltoolstoperturbandmanipulatecellsandarepotentiallyuse-
ful in characterizing their mechanical and electrical properties.
3,4,9
The fundamental structure of cell membranes is provided
by lipid bilayers, which assemble spontaneously in aqueous
solutions and can form giant vesicles with a linear size on the
order of 10-100 μm (i.e., the typical size of biological cells).
Because giant vesicles can be directly observed by optical micro-
scopy, they provide useful model systems for the interactions
ofbiologicalmembraneswithelectricfields.
10Indeed,themethod
of electroformation,
11 in which lipid films are swollen under the
influence of electric fields, is widely used to prepare giant
unilamellar vesicles, even though the underlying mechanisms
are not fully understood.
12
In alternating (ac) electric fields, vesicles are deformed into
variousshapesdependingonthefrequencyandtheconductivities,
σinand σex, ofthe interior and the exterior solutions, respectively.
Most of the earlier studies have been devoted to vesicles with
identical conductivities on both sides of the membrane i.e., σin =
σex. In this case, external ac electric fields deform spherical
vesicles into prolates at low frequencies in the range of 1-3
kHz.
13Theoretically,Winterhalterand Helfrich
14determined the
shapes of vesicles in ac electric fields from the competition
between the curvature elastic energies and the work done by the
Maxwell stresses. The vesicles were modeled as lossy dielectrics,
and the electric field distributions were calculated in terms of
the conductivities and the dielectric constants of the membrane
and the solutions. In ref 14, the vesicles always exhibited prolate
deformations in the presence of ac electric fields, but possible
effectsarisingfromtheasymmetryintheconductivitiesofthetwo
aqueous solutions (i.e., σin 6¼ σex) have not been taken into
account.
Recently, our group reported the morphological diagram of vesi-
cles in ac electric fields over a wide range of field frequencies and
conductivity ratios σin/σex.
15,16 Henceforth, we denote this ratio as
χ   σin=σex ð1Þ
The morphological diagram and two typical examples of vesicle
deformation are shown in Figure 1. Four types of morphological
transitionswereobserved.Amongthem,theprolate-oblatemorpho-
logical transition for χ < 1 (i.e., transition 4 in Figure 1) was
discovered for the first time in this experiment. Mitov et al.
17 also
reported that vesicles in purified water exhibit the prolate-oblate
transition, but the key role played by the asymmetric conductivity
conditions has not been elucidated. Vesicles can assume sphero-
cylindrical morphologies (e.g., tubelike and disk-like shapes)
when exposed to dc pulses. However, these shapes are transient
structures and are observable only for a few milliseconds.
10 In
this paper, we focus on the physical mechanisms underlying
the morphological transitions between the stationary shapes of
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vesicles in ac electric fields; the transient shapes of vesicles in dc
pulses are beyond the scope of our study.
A couple of theoretical efforts have been made to understand the
mechanisms of prolate-oblate morphological transitions. Peterlin
et al.
18 extended the Winterhalter-Helfrich model by taking into
account the anisotropy of the dielectric constant of the membranes
and predicted prolate-oblate morphological transitions. However,
because these transitions are observed only for χ <1i nt h ee x p e r i -
ments, the underlying mechanisms should be connected to the
asymmetrical conductivity condition, σin 6¼ σex, across the mem-
branes. An electromechanical coupling model
19-21 has been moti-
vated by the analogy between membranes and liquid crystals.
22,23
Gaoetal.analyzedthestabilityofthevesicleinconstant(dc)electric
fields and found that an asymmetry in the dielectric constants
between the interior and the exterior of vesicles may induce the
instability of spherical vesicles.
21 Such a mechanism is, however,
unlikely to be effective in the systems studied here because the
dielectric constants are not sensitive to the salt concentrations in the
aqueous solutions.
24 Instead, the asymmetry in the conductivity
condition should rather be the main driving force for the morpho-
logical transitions considered here. Vlahovska et al.
25 constructed
an electrohydrodynamic model of vesicle deformations extending
thetheoryofdropletsinacelectricfields.
26Theshapesofthevesicles
were derived from the mechanical balance of the elastic stresses, the
viscous stresses, the tensions, and the Maxwell stresses, and the
prolate-oblate morphological transitions were predicted numeri-
cally.However,thefocusoftheelectrohydrodynamictheorywason
possible hydrodynamic flows driven by ac electric fields and the
electric field distributions, and Maxwell stresses were not analyzed
in detail. Rey et al. performed finite element calculations by taking
into account the asymmetric conductivity conditions.
28 The prola-
te-oblate morphological transitions were not predicted by their
theory, presumably because the insulating properties of the mem-
branewerenotfullyimplementedintheboundaryconditions.These
previous studies suggest that we need to perform a careful analysis
of the electric field distributions around the membrane under
asymmetric conductivity conditions in order to clarify the mechan-
isms underlying the morphological transitions.
In this paper, we analyze the stability of spherical vesicles in ac
electric fields to elucidate these mechanisms. Instead of taking into
account all possible contributions to the vesicle deformations and
performingnumericalcalculationsasinrefs25and28,theobjective
of our paper is to construct the morphological diagram analytically
and to clarify the physical mechanisms underlying the morpho-
logical transitions. Some preliminary results of the present theory
were briefly reported in an earlier review.
29 The Winterhalter-
Helfrich calculation is extended to asymmetric conductivity condi-
tions and to a wide range of frequencies. The free energy of the
system is constructed as the sum of the curvature elastic energy and
the work done by the Maxwell stresses. The shapes of the vesicles
are determined by minimizing the free energy. We analyzed the
vesicle deformation for three frequency regimes corresponding to
low, intermediate, and high frequencies. In this way, the four types
of morphological transitions in Figure 1, including the prolate-
oblate transition, are obtained within a unified theoretical descrip-
tion.Thedisplacementcurrentsacrossthemembraneacttoredirect
the electrical fields towards the membrane normal and to accumu-
late electrical charges via the so-called Maxwell-Wagner mecha-
nism.
30,31 The electric forces arising from the interactions between
the accumulated electric charges and the electric fields drive the
prolate-oblatemorphologicaltransitions.WeanalyzetheMaxwell
equations in the quasistatic approximation and emphasize the
physical mechanisms underlying the morphological transitions.
The prolate-oblate transitions are shown to be governed by the
Figure 1. Morphological diagram of giant vesicles in ac electric
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verticalaxisistheratioσin/σexoftheconductivityσinoftheinterior
solution with respect to the conductivity σex of the exterior solu-
tion.The horizontalaxisisthe frequency νofthe electricfield (i.e.,
the angular frequency ω divided by 2π). The conductivity σex is
varied,butσinisfixedat1.5(9),6.5(O),13(2),and1000mS/m(0).
Thedatawerecollectedforafieldstrengthofmagnitude0.2kV/cm.
The broken lines are a guide to the eye, and the shaded areas
indicate zones of specific morphology. The limit of the experimen-
tallyaccessiblefrequency,2 10
7Hz,isindicatedbythegraydotted
vertical line. The scale bars in A and C correspond to 10 μm.
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redirection of the electric fields and by the interplay between
vesicle geometry and displacement currents.
Thispaperisorganizedasfollows.Theexperimentalresultsfor
the morphologies of giant vesicles in ac electric fields are briefly
summarizedinsection 2.Our theoretical approach isdescribed in
section 3. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the morphological
diagram. The asymptotic expressions of the amplitudes of the
vesicle deformation are derived for three frequency regimes, and
the morphological diagram is theoretically deduced in section 4.
In section 5, we perform a global stability analysis for all fre-
quencies. In sections 6 and 7, we emphasize the physical mecha-
nisms underlying the morphological transitions of the vesicle and
analyze the morphological transitions in terms of the electric
charges accumulatedatthevesicle membrane. Theforce densities
associated with the Maxwell stresses are reinterpreted as force
densities arising from the interplay between electric fields and
accumulated electric charges in section 6. The mechanism of the
morphological transition is discussed on the basis of the reinter-
pretationinsection7,andthepresenttheoryiscomparedwiththe
electrohydrodynamic model
25 and the experiments in section 8,
followed by our conclusions in section 9.
2. Experiment
In this section, we briefly summarize the experimental results
forthemorphologicaltransitionsofvesiclesexposedtoacelectric
fields as reported in refs 15 and 29.
Giant unilamellar vesicles were prepared from conventional
egg yolk L-R-phosphatidylcholine (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster,
AL) in NaCl solutions by the electroformation method.
11 The
details of the preparation procedures are described in the Sup-
porting Information of ref 15. The vesicle dispersions were sub-
sequently diluted in isotonic NaCl solutions with different con-
centrations to achieve asymmetric conductivity conditions. The
salt concentrations of the exterior and interior solutions were
varied systematically between 0.01 and 100 mM to study a wide
rangeofconductivityratioχ.Duringthepreparation,sucroseand
glucose were dissolved in the interior and exterior solutions,
respectively, in order to enhance the optical contrast due to the
different refractive indices of these solutions. The observed vesi-
cles had radii of between 4 and 50 μm. The vesicles were placed
between two cylindrical electrodes in the working chamber
(Eppendorf, Germany) and then observed through a phase-con-
trast microscope (Zeiss, Germany). The vesicles experienced
dielectrophoresisforacelectricfieldsinthefrequencyrangebelow
1 kHz. For larger frequencies, the dielectrophoretic movements
were small and could be ignored.
The vesicle morphologies depend primarily on the angular
frequency ω=2πν,w h e r eν is the experimental frequency of
theacfieldaswellasfortheionicconductiviesσinandσexofthe
interior and exterior vesicle compartments, respectively. The
conductivity ratio χ, which is defined by eq 1, has been
experimentally varied between 10
-3 and 10
3.F i g u r e1s u m -
marizes the observed morphologies as a function of the fre-
quency ν and conductivity ratio χ. The conductivities of the
interior solutions were fixed at 1.5 mS/m in the data set plotted
with filled squares, 6.5 mS/m in the plot with open circles, 13
mS/mintheplotwithfilledtriangles,and1000mS/mintheplot
withopensquares.The brokenlinesarejustaguidefortheeye,
and the shaded areas indicate zones of specific morphology.
The limit of the experimentally accessible frequency, which is
2   10
7 Hz, is indicated by the gray dotted vertical line. The
vesicles exhibited four types of morphological transitions. At
high frequency, the vesicles assume a spherical shape that is
independent of the conductivity ratio χ.F o rχ>1, the vesicles
were deformed into prolates at ∼1-10 MHz upon decreasing
thefrequency(i.e.,transition1inFigure1).Theprolatevesicles
did not exhibit further morphological transitions when de-
creasing the frequency while keeping χ constant. However,
for χ<1, the spherical vesicles were deformed into oblates at
∼10 MHz upon decreasing the frequency (i.e., transition 2).
The vesicles adopted oblate shapesin the frequency rangefrom
∼10 MHz to ∼1 kHz . Further decrease in the frequency
changed the shapes of the vesicles into prolate at ∼1-10 kHz
(i.e., transition 4). The vesicles did not show further morpho-
logical transitions at lower frequencies. In the intermediate
frequencyrange,theshapesofthevesicleswereoblateforχ<1
and prolate for χ > 1. Thus, the vesicle undergoes a prolate-
oblate morphological transition with increasing χ at con-
stant frequency; see transition 3 in Figure 1B. Figure 1A,C
shows the vesicles that were subjected to electric fields of
magnitude 0.2 kV/cm. The amplitude of the deformation
increases with magnitude E0 of the electric field; however,
the morphologies of the vesicles are not affected by E0,a tl e a s t
not for E0 < 0.2 kV/cm.
The experimental results show that the morphologies of the
giant vesicles are sensitive to the conductivities of the solutions
and thefrequency.Inthe Maxwell theoryofelectrodynamics,the
currents flowing in a system are provided by the conduction
currents and the displacement currents, which are proportional
totheconductivityandthefrequency,respectively.Thetwotypes
of electric currents determine the distributions of the electric
fields, which are the origin of the Maxwell stresses deforming
thevesicle.Onthebasisofthisobservation,weconstructatheory
ofmorphologicaltransitionsofthevesiclesinacelectricfieldsand
focus on the electric currents flowing through the system in the
following sections.
3. Theoretical Description
3.1. Geometry of the System. Because we consider vesicles
that can be resolved by optical microscopes and thus have lateral
dimensions of many micrometers, the vesicle membrane is re-
garded as a thin sheet of constantthickness l me. Let us consider a
vesicle that attains a spherical shape in the absence of the ac
electric fields; see Figure 2. It is convenient to use a spherical
coordinate system with radial coordinate r, inclination angle θ,
andazimuthalangleφ.Thesphericalvesiclehasaninteriorradius
Figure 2. Geometry of a spherical vesicle in ac electric fields. The
vesicleismodeledasasphericalshelloflossydielectricswithdielectric
constantεmeandconductivityσme.Theacelectricfieldsareappliedto
thevesicleinthezdirection.Asphericalcoordinatesystem,whereris
the distance from the center of the vesicle, θ is the inclination
angle, and φis the azimuthal angle, is used. The interior of the vesicle
is filled with a solution characterized by dielectric constant εin and
conductivity σin. The exterior solution has dielectric constant εex
and conductivity σex. The parameters rex and rin are the exterior and
interior radii of the vesicle. The radius of the vesicle is defined by
rme   rin þ l me/2.DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 12393 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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rinandanexteriorradiusrexwithrex=rinþl me.Theradiusofthe
spherical vesicle is defined by
rme   rin þ
l me
2
ð2Þ
see Figure 2.
Far away from the vesicles, the ac electric fields are taken to
have a constant direction that defines the Cartesian coordinate z;
see Figure 2. The experimentally observed deformations of the
vesiclesarisingfrom thesefields(section2) aresmall comparedto
the vesicle radius rme. The deformed vesicle shapes can then be
described by
rðθ,φÞ¼rmeer þuðθ,φÞð 3Þ
with the unit vector er in the r direction and the displacement
vector u that depends, in general, on both angles θ and φ.
3.2. Bending Energy of Small Deformations. The defor-
mationofavesiclebyanacelectricfieldleadstoanincreaseinthe
vesicle’s bending energy. In this subsection, we calculate this
energy increase following ref 14. The derivation of the bending
energy increase is given in the Supporting Information. In the
experiments, the spherical vesicles are deformed into prolate or
oblateshapesthat areaxiallysymmetricwithrespect tothezaxis.
To describe these latter deformations, the displacement vector
u =( ur, uθ, uφ) is parametrized as
ur ¼
1
2
sð3c o s 2 θ-1Þ ð4Þ
uθ ¼ -s sin θ cos θ ð5Þ
and uφ = 0 where the parameter s represents the overall
deformationamplitude.Thedeformationsintoprolateandoblate
are described by s>0a n ds<0, respectively. The parametriza-
tionasgivenbyeqs4 and 5 conserves the local surface areaofthe
membrane(SupportingInformation),whichensuresthatthetotal
membrane area stays constant during the deformation.
The deformation as given by eqs 4 and 5 leads to the excess
bending energy
ΔFbe ¼
48π
5
1-
Msprme
6
  
K
s
rme
   2
ð6Þ
which depends on the bending rigidity κ and the spontaneous
curvature Msp of the vesicle membrane. This excess energy is
proportional to the square of s, which implies that the spherical
state with s = 0 is stable in the absence of the external electric
fields.
3.3. Electric Field Distribution. The vesicle membrane is
modeled as a spherical shell composed of a lossy dielectric with
finite thickness l me. The conductivity and dielectric constant of
the vesicle are denoted by σme and εme, respectively. The mem-
brane separates the interior from the exterior vesicle compart-
ment,whichwillbedistinguishedbythesubscripts“in”and“ex”.
Both compartments contain aqueous solutions that usually differ
in their ionic concentrations. The specific conductivity and the
dielectric constant of the interior solution are denoted by σin and
εin,andthoseoftheexterioraredenotedbyσexandεex.Ingeneral,
we will consider the asymmetric situation with σex 6¼ σin. The two
membrane surfaces in contact with the two solutions represent
the exterior and interior interfaces. For the spherical vesicle, the
exterior and interior interfaces are located rex and rin from the
center of the vesicle, respectively; see Figure 2.
Theappliedacelectricfield,whichisuniformfarawayfromthe
vesicle, is characterized by the (angular) frequency ω and is
directed to the unit vector ez. This spatially uniform field has
the form
E0ðtÞ¼
1
2
E0e-iωtez þcc ð7Þ
whereccstandsfor“complexconjugate”.Inthefollowingtext,we
will always use the frequency ω apart from Figures 1 and 7 that
contain plots as functions of ν   ω/2π.
For the whole frequency range studied experimentally
(Figure 1), the wavelength of the ac electric fields was very large
compared to the size of the vesicles. This separation of length
scales implies that we can use the so-called quasistatic approxi-
mation to the Maxwell equations. The fundamental equations
and the boundary conditions for the electric fields in the latter
approximation are summarized in the Supporting Information.
Inthequasistaticapproximation,oneomitsthetimederivativeof
the magnetic field, which implies r E =0 .F u r t h e r m o r e ,
because the observed deformations of the vesicle shapes are quite
small compared to the vesicle radii, we will calculate the electric
field distribution for the undeformed spherical shapes.
Expression 7 represents the electric field distribution when the
chamber contains no vesicle. In the presence of such a vesicle, the
field distribution has the general form
Ekðr,θ,tÞ¼
1
2
Ekðr,θÞe-iωt þcc ð8Þ
with k = 1, 2, and 3. Here and below, subscripts 1, 2, and 3 stand
forsubscriptsex,me,andinandthusdenotetheexteriorsolution,
the membrane, and the interior solution, respectively. The quan-
tity Ek(r, θ) represents the time-independent part of the electric
fields. Because r E = 0 is satisfied in the quasistatic approxi-
mation, it is possible to define scalar potentials Uk(r, θ) with k =
1, 2, and 3, which satisfy the Laplace equation
r2Ukðr,θÞ¼0 ð9Þ
The electric fields Ek(r, θ) are then obtained via Ek(r, θ)=
-rUk(r, θ). The solutions of eq 9, which approach eq 7 far away
from the vesicle, have the form
32
Ukðr,θÞ¼-Ec
kr cos θþ
μk cos θ
r2 ð10Þ
with k = 1,2,and 3.Notethatthe first and secondterms in eq10
have the form of the electric potentials arising from constant
electric fields in the z direction and from image dipoles located at
the center of the vesicle, respectively. Amplitudes Ek
c and μk for
k = 1, 2, and 3 are determined by the boundary conditions.
Thetangentialcomponentsoftheelectricfieldsandthenormal
components of the current densities (σk þ εk ∂/∂t)Ek are con-
tinuous across the two interfaces between the three media
(Supporting Information). The continuity requirements lead to
the boundary conditions
Em sin θ ¼ E2 sin θ and ð11Þ
ψmEm cos θ ¼ ψ2E2 cos θ ð12Þ
atr=rexandr=rinform= 1 and 3,respectively, with Ek |Ek|
and the admittances
ψk ¼ σk -iωεk ð13Þ
forthedifferentmediawithk=1,2,and3.AmplitudesEk
c andμk
fork=1,2,and3aredeterminedsothattheelectricfieldsEk(r,θ)
satisfy eqs 11 and 12 in the interior and exterior interfaces and
(32) Jackson, J. D. Classical Electrodynamics; John Wiley and Sons: New York,
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approacheq7 farawayfromthe vesicle.These amplitudescan be
expressed in terms of the complex-valued parameters
β1  
σ2 -iωε2
σ1 -iωε1
ð14Þ
β3  
σ2 -iωε2
σ3 -iωε3
ð15Þ
andtheratiorin/rexoftheinteriortoexteriorradii.Parametersβ1and
β3 represent the ratio between the membrane admittance, ψme,a n d
theadmittancesoftheexteriorandtheinteriorsolutions,ψexandψin,
respectively. The expressions for Ek
c and μkare given in Appendix A.
3.4. Work Performed by Maxwell Stresses. The electric
fieldsapplyMaxwellstressesattheexteriorandinteriorinterfaces
of the vesicle, and the Maxwell stresses are the driving force
deforming the vesicle. Maxwell stress tensors are represented as
the symmetric two-rank tensors
32,33
Tkðr,θ,tÞ¼εk Ekðr,θ,tÞEkðr,θ,tÞ-
1
2
Ek
2ðr,θ,tÞI
  
ð16Þ
indiadicexpressionwithk=1,2,and3.Iisanidenticaloperator.
Among the six independent components of the Maxwell stress
tensorineachmedium,onlytherrandrθcomponentsdeformthe
vesicle; see Appendix B. These stress components take the forms
Tkrrðr,θ,tÞ¼εk
1
2
Ekr
2ðr,θ,tÞ-
1
2
Ekθ
2ðr,θ,tÞ
  
ð17Þ
Tkrθðr,θ,tÞ¼εkEkrðr,θ,tÞEkθðr,θ,tÞð 18Þ
with k = 1, 2, and 3. Equation 17 shows that the Maxwell stresses
have tensile and compressive contributions that are driven by the
normal and tangent electric fields, Ekr and Ekθ, respectively. In the
following, we denote these tensile and compressive contributions to
TkrrastensileandcompressiveMaxwellstresses.TheMaxwellstresses
are composed of time-dependent and time-independent terms.
Stationary deformations of the vesicle are induced by the time-
independent terms of the Maxwell stresses, and we omit the time-
dependent terms of the Maxwell stresses in the following. The
time-independent terms of the Maxwell stresses are extracted by
the time average over one period, 2π/ω. Electric charges are
not trapped in the membrane, and the Maxwell stresses do not
produce net forces in the bulk of the membrane. Because the
conductivity and dielectric constant change discontinuously
acrosstheexteriorandtheinteriorinterfaces,theMaxwellstresses
are also discontinuous across these interfaces (i.e., T1(rex, θ, t) 6¼
T2(rex, θ, t)a n dT2(rin, θ, t) 6¼ T3(rin, θ, t)) and generate net force
densities at the two interfaces of the vesicle. These force densities
are given by
fex ¼ -nex 3ðÆT2ðrex,θ,tÞæ-ÆT1ðrex,θ,tÞæÞð 19Þ
fin ¼ -nin 3ðÆT2ðrin,θ,tÞæ-ÆT3ðrin,θ,tÞæÞð 20Þ
respectively. The angular brackets indicate the average in time
over one time period. The unit vectors nex   er and nin   -er are
theoutwardnormalvectorsoftheexteriorandinteriorinterfaces.
Associated with the deformations, the force densities perform
the work
Wel ¼
Z
dAex fex 3uþ
Z
dAin fin 3u ð21Þ
where dAex and dAin are area integrals over the exterior and the
interior interfaces, respectively. The explicit expression of Wel is
given byeq92inAppendixB.Because fexand finare independent
of the deformation amplitudes s whereas u is proportional to s
(eqs 4 and 5), the work Wel done by the Maxwell stresses is linear
with respect to s (eqs 93 and 94).
3.5. FreeEnergyofVesicles inacElectricFields. Thefree
energies of the vesicles in the external ac electric fields are
represented as
F ¼ ΔFbe -Wel ð22Þ
TheexcessbendingenergiesΔFbeareproportionaltothesquareofs
(eq6),whereasthework,Wel, done by the Maxwell stresses is linear
withrespecttos(eqs93and94).Thestableshapesofthevesiclesare
determined to minimize the free energies with respect to s.I nt h e
absence of an external electric field E0= 0, the spherical shape with
s =0a c h i e v e st h em i n i m u mi nt h ef r e ee n e r g i e s .T h ed e f o r m a t i o n
amplitudessofthefree-energyminimumshifttopositiveornegative
values depending on the sign of the work Wel done by the Maxwell
stresses. The prolate shape is stable when the free-energy minimum
shifts to positive, s> 0, whereas the oblate shape is stable when the
free-energy minimum shifts to negative, s<0.
4. Analysis for Different Frequency Regimes
The optimal amplitudes of the deformation are derived by
finding the minimum in the free energies represented by eq 22.
However,theworkWeldonebytheMaxwellstressesisacomplex
function of the (angular) frequency, ω, and the ratio between the
interiorandtheexteriorradii,rin/rex;seeAppendixB.Thus,inthis
section, we derive simple asymptotic expressions of Wel in low-,
intermediate-, and high-frequency regimes and analyze the stabi-
lities of the spherical vesicle in ac electric fields.
The stable shape of the vesicle is determined by the sign of the
workWeldonebytheMaxwellstresses,anditisdeterminedbyβ1,
β3,a n drin/rex; see Appendix B. Indeed, β1 and β3 are rather small
quantities (i.e., |β1| , 1a n d| β3| , 1) because the conductivity of
the membrane is orders of magnitude smaller than the conducti-
vitiesofthesolutionsandthedielectricconstantofthemembrane
is one order of magnitude smaller than the dielectric constant of
thesolutions.Theestimatesofthephysicalquantitiesinvolvedare
summarized in the Supporting Information. Since the thickness
lme of the bilayer membrane is orders of magnitudes smaller than
the exterior radius rex of the vesicle, it is convenient to define the
ratio of the two length scales
δ  
lme
rex
ð23Þ
whose order of magnitude is 10
-4 for giant vesicles with a linear
size of 10 μm.
β1andβ3increasewithfrequencyωwhereasδisindependentof
frequency ω. In other words, the frequency ω plays a role in
changingthemagnitudesofβ1andβ3relativetoδ.Inthissection,
we analyze eq 22 for the (i) low-frequency regime, |β1|/δ , 1a n d
|β3|/δ , 1,(ii) intermediate-frequency regime, |β1|/δ ≈ 1a n d| β3|/
δ ≈ 1, and (iii) high-frequency regime, |β1|/δ . 1a n d| β3|/δ . 1.
For simplicity, we assume that the dielectric constants of the
exterior and interior solutions, εex and εin, are equal to the
dielectricconstant εwofwater(i.e., εex= εin= εw) inthis section.
4.1. Low-Frequency Regime. For the typical parameters
used in the experiments in section 2, the range of the low-
frequency regime is approximately represented as ω , δσex/εme
andω ,δσin/εme. δσex/εme andδσin/εme are approximately 6 kHz
for δ ≈ 10
-4, σex ≈ σin ≈ 10
-3 S/m, and εme ≈ 2ε0, where ε0 is the
dielectricconstantofvacuum.TheasymptoticexpressionofWelis
(33) Landau, L. D. Lifshitz, E. M. Electrodynamics of Continuous Media, 2nd
ed.; Pergamon Press: Oxford, U.K., 1984.DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 12395 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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derived by expanding eq 92 in Appendix B as
Wel =
3π
10
rex
2sE0
2εw 1þ
Reβ1
δ
  
ð24Þ
bythe first-ordercorrectionwith respectto β1/δ and β3/δ. Reβ1 is
the real part of β1. Indeed, there are other first-order terms that
are smaller than the terms represented in eq 24 by the factor of
εme/εw; however, we omit those terms assuming that εme/εw , 1.
The optimal amplitude s of deformation is determined to mini-
mize the total free energy as
s
rme
=
1
64
r3
meεw
Kð1-
Msprme
6
Þ
E0
2 1þ
Reβ1
δ
  
ð25Þ
Because the thickness of the membrane is much smaller than the
externalradius,thefactorofrex
2rme
2isapproximatelyrepresented
as rme
4 in the last expression. Indeed, the amplitude s of the
deformation is independent of β3 in the low-frequency regime.
Because the second term in the square brackets of eq 25 is only a
small correction to the first term (i.e., Reβ1/δ , 1), the optimal
amplitude s of deformation is positive regardless of the conduc-
tivity condition. In other words, in the low-frequency ac electric
fields ω < 6 kHz, the stable shape of the vesicle is prolate
independent of the exterior and the interior conductivities, which
is in agreement with the experimental results shown in section 2.
The physical picture extracted from this analysis is described in
section 7.1. For the symmetric conductivity condition (i.e., β1 =
β3), eq 25 is reduced to the corresponding equation in Winterhal-
ter-Helfrich theory; see eq 21 in ref 14.
4.2. Intermediate Frequency Regime. In the intermediate-
frequency regime, β1 and β3 are of the same order of magnitude
asδ. For typicalexperimentalparameters,thefrequency isonthe
order of δσex/εme and δσin/εme in this regime. (δσex/εme and δσin/
εmeareapproximately6kHz.)Theprolate-oblatemorphological
transitions (transition 4 in Figure 1) lie in the intermediate-
frequency regime. The asymptotic expression of the work Wel
done by the Maxwell stresses is derived as
Wel =
6π
5
rex
2sE0
2εw
jβ1j
2 -3jβ3j
2 þ2δðReβ1 þReβ3Þþδ
2 þβ
 
1β3 þβ1β
 
3
j2β3 þβ1 þ2δj
2
ð26Þ
by expanding eq 92 with respect to β1, β3,a n dδ.F o rt h et y p i c a l
parameters in the experiments and a field frequency on the order
of kilohertz, at which the prolate-oblate transitions have been
observed,δReβ1andδReβ3aremuchsmallerthantheotherterms
in eq 26. The magnitude of deformation s is approximately
represented for χ >1a s
s
rme
=
1
32
rme
3εw
K 1-
Msprme
6
   E0
2
1þ
ω2
ω2
p
1þ
ω2
ω2
o
ð27Þ
with
ωp
2 ¼ -
σin
2δ
2
εme
2
1
3-χ2 -2χ
ð28Þ
ωo ¼
δσin
εme
2
χþ2
ð29Þ
and for χ <1a s
s
rme
=
1
32
rme
3εw
K 1-
Msprme
6
   E2
0
1-
ω2
ωc
2
1þ
ω2
ωo
2
ð30Þ
with
ωc
2 ¼
σin
2δ
2
εme
2
1
3-χ2 -2χ
ð31Þ
χistheconductivityratioσin/σex,whichisdefinedineq1andisthe
vertical axis of the morphological diagram; see Figure 1.
When the interior solution has a higher conductivity than the
exterior solution (i.e., χ > 1), the optimal amplitudes s of deforma-
tion are positive in this frequency regime. However, when the
conductivity of the interior solution is smaller than the conductivity
of the exterior solution (i.e., χ<1),thesignofschanges from posi-
tive to negative at ω = ωc upon increasing the frequency of the ac
electricfields.Inotherwords,thestableshapeofthevesicleisprolate
in the intermediate-frequency regime for χ > 1 whereas the vesicle
experiences prolate-oblate morphological transition at ω = ωc for
χ < 1, which is in agreement with the experiments. The predicted
morphological diagram in the intermediate-frequency range is
plotted in Figure 3. The present theory predicts the topology of
themorphologicaldiagramcorrectly.σinδ/εmegivesthetypicalorder
of the frequency for the prolate-oblate morphological transition.
For the typical experimental parameters (e.g., σin ≈ 1m S / m ,δ ≈
10
-4,a n dεme =2 ε0), σinδ/εme is estimated to be 6   10
3 Hz. It
roughly agrees with the order of the frequency of prolate-oblate
morphological transition 4 in Figure 1. The present results demon-
strate that the asymmetry of the conductivity condition plays an
important role in the prolate-oblate morphological transition.
4.3. High-Frequency Regime. In the high-frequency re-
gime, β1 and β3 are much larger than δ. For typical parameters
used in the experiments, the frequency is much larger than
δσex/εme and δσin/εme, where the latter condition is valid only
for the large vesicles with δ , εex/εme.E q u a t i o n9 2i nA p p e n d i x
B is expanded with respect to δ/β1 and δ/β3. The asymptotic
expression of the work Wel done by the Maxwell stresses is de-
rived as
Wel =
6π
5
rex
2sE0
2εw
jβ1j
2 -3jβ3j
2 þβ
 
1β3 þβ1β
 
3
j2β3 þβ1j
2 ð32Þ
Figure 3. Dependence of the rescaled frequency ω/(σinδ/εme)f o r
prolate-oblate transitions on the conductivity ratio χ = σin/σex
between the interior and the exterior solutions for χ <1a s
evaluated by eq 31. The angular frequency ω of the electric fields
is rescaled by the interior conductivity σin, the dielectric constant
εme of the membrane, and δ   lme/rex (i.e., the ratio of the
membrane thickness lme to the vesicle radius rex).12396 DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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The amplitude s of the deformation, which achieves the
minimum in the free energies, is calculated as
s
rme
=
1
16
rme
3εw
K 1-
Msprme
6
   E0
2 ðσin -σexÞðσin þ3σexÞ
ðσinþ2σexÞ
2
1
1þ
ω2
ωs
2
ð33Þ
with
ωs ¼
σin þ2σex
εin þ2εex
¼
σin
3εw
χþ2
χ
ð34Þ
Equation 33 is proportional to σex - σin,a n dt h es i g no ft h e
amplitude sof the deformation changesat χ=1. In other words, the
stable shape of the vesicle is prolate, s>0, for χ>1 and is oblate,
s <0 , f o r χ < 1. The amplitude of the deformation decreases
gradually with the frequency ω, and eventually the vesicle returns
to a spherical shape at high frequency. This corresponds to the
prolate-sphere and the oblate-sphere morphological transitions
observed in the experiments in section 2; see transitions 1 and 2 in
Figure 1. ωs provides the cutoff frequency for the morphological
transitions between prolate or oblate to spherical shape. Indeed, ωs
corresponds to the so-called inverse Maxwell-Wargner charging
time.
30,31 We will discuss these morphological transitions on the
basis of Maxwell-Wagner theory in section 7. For the typical
parameters of the experiments in section 2 (e.g., σin ≈ 1 mS/m and
εw ≈ 78ε0), ωs is appoximately σin/(3εw) ≈ 10
6 Hz for χ >1 .T h e
estimatedvalueofωsroughlyagreeswiththeorderof thefrequency
at which prolate/oblate-sphere transitions were observed.
The amplitude s of the deformation decays only gradually with
1/(ω
2 þ ωs
2), and it is necessary to introduce a threshold to dis-
tinguish a sphere from a prolate or an oblate. Indeed, the distinc-
tions between prolates/oblates and spheres in the high-frequency
regime in theexperimentsdescribed in section2 weredeterminedby
whether the amplitude of the deformation is smaller or larger than
the optical resolution, 0.5 μm (i.e., whether the deformation is
microscopically detectable or not).
16 The expression on the right
hand side of eq 33 can be rewritten in the form s/rme ≈ K η
2 with
η2 ¼
jχ-1jðχþ3Þ
ðχþ2Þ
2
1
1þ
ω2
ωs
2
ð35Þ
where K does not depend on the frequency and the conductivities.
In the experiment, s/rme is measured and its threshold is defined
by 0.5 μm/rme. The corresponding threshold ηth for η then follows
fromKηth
2≈0.5μm/rme.Thus,wedefinethatthevesicleisasphere
when η is less than ηth and the vesicle is prolate or oblate when η is
larger than ηth. At the boundary between prolate/oblate and
spherical states, η
2 = ηth
2 is satisfied. In the limit of small ηth,t h e
frequencies of the prolate/oblate-sphere morphological transitions
are approximately given by
ωth =
σin
3εinηth
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jχ-1jðχþ3Þ
χ2
s
ð36Þ
The predicted morphological diagram for the high-frequency
regime is plotted in Figure 4. Topologically, it is in good
agreement with the experimentally determined morphological
diagram; see Figure 1.
5. Global Bifurcation Analysis
In section 4, the morphological transitions of the vesicle in ac
electric fields were analyzed for three frequency limits. It is inter-
esting to verify whether the present theory predicts additional
morphological transitions, which have not been detected in the
experiments. The vesicle exhibits morphological transitions at the
frequency where the work done by the Maxwell stresses, Wel,
changes sign, except for prolate/oblate-sphere transitions. In other
words, the zeros of Wel indicate the morphological transitions
predicted by the model. In this section, we analyze the zeros of
Wel without the limiting frequency regime to study the present
model globally.
The general expressions of the work Wel done by the Maxwell
stresses are given in eq 92 in Appendix B. Because of the
complexity of eq 92, here we analyze the morphological transi-
tions assuming that the dielectric constants of the solutions are
symmetricacrossthemembrane(i.e.,εw=εex=εin).Equation92
is rewritten in the form of
Wel ¼
6π
5
rex
2sE0
2jHj
2 σex
4εw
ðσex
2 þω2εw
2Þðσin
2 þω2εw
2Þ
ΛðωÞð 37Þ
with
ω  
ωεw
σex
ð38Þ
H  
1
ð2þβ1Þð1þ2β3Þ-2ð1-β1Þð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
ð39Þ
and
ΛðωÞ Aω4 þBω2 þC ð40Þ
A, B,a n dC are functions of χ = σin/σex, δ, εme/εw,a n dσme/σex.
TheexplicitexpressionsofA,B,andCaregiveninAppendixC.ω h
is a rescaled frequency. The polynomial Λ(ω h) is the determinant
of the zeros of Wel, and the rest of this section is devoted to the
analyses of the polynomial Λ(ω h). The number of zeros in Wel is
determined by the signs of A, B,a n dC. The dependence of A, B,
and C on χ, δ, εme/εw,a n dσme/σex is described in detail in
Appendix C. In this section, we outline the properties of A, B,
andCforthetypicalparametersusedintheexperimentsdescribed
in section 2 and analyze the zeros of Λ(ω h).
Theconductivityofthemembraneisnegligiblysmallcompared
to the conductivities of the exterior and interior solutions, σme/
σex = 0, and the bilayer thickness is orders of magnitudes smaller
than the lateral dimension of the vesicle (e.g., δ =1 . 0  10
-3). In
this case, both A and C are positive and very small for all studied
values of χ. B changes sign at χ = 1. Examples of the frequency
dependence of Λ(ω h)f o rB > 0 and B < 0 are shown as dashed
and solid curves in Figure 5a. For χ >1 ,B is positive and there
are no zeros in Λ(ω h) as exemplified by the dashed curve in
Figure 5a. In other words, the vesicle does not exhibit morpho-
logical transitions until the field frequency exceeds the inverse
Figure 4. Dependence of the rescaled frequency, ω/(σin/3ηthεin),
forprolate/oblate-spheretransitionsontheconductivityratioσin/
σex between the exterior and the interior solutions,as evaluated by
eq 36. The angular frequency ω of the electric fields is rescaled by
the threshold amplitude ηth defined after eq 35, the conductivity
σin and the dielectric constant εin of the interior solution.DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 12397 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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Maxwell-Wagner time, at which the prolate-sphere transitions
are observed. However, for χ<1 ,t h es i g no fBis negative and there
a r et w oz e r o s ;s e et h es o l i dc u r v ei nF i g u r e5 a .F i g u r e5 bi st h e
magnificationofthesolidcurveforsmallω h.Onezeropointisattheω h
valueontheorderof10
-3,andtheotherisattheω hvalueontheorder
ofunity.ω histherescaledfrequencydefinedbyeq38,andεw/σexison
the order of 10
-6sf o rσex ≈1m S / ma n dεw≈10
-9C/V m. Because
the sign of the work done by the Maxwell stress changes from
positive to negative upon increasing the frequency at the first zero
point at ω h≈10
-3(i.e.,ω≈10
-3Hz), this zero point corresponds to
the prolate-oblate transitions that have been observed experimen-
tally; see Figure 1. Interestingly, there is another zero at ω h ≈ 1( i . e . ,
ω h≈10
6Hz).Thus,thereisamorphologicaltransitionfromoblateto
prolate at the frequency on the order of megahertz upon increasing
the frequency, which has not been observed experimentally. This
transition is probably hidden by the oblate-sphere transitions,
which has been observed at frequencies on the order of megahertz.
In summary, the present theory reproduced all four morpho-
logical transitions detected in the experiments and found another
morphological transition, which has not been observed experi-
mentally. The latter transition is probably hidden by the oblate-
spheremorphologicaltransition,anditspresencedoesnotcontra-
dicttheexperimentalresult.Thepresenttheorydemonstratesthat
the work done by the Maxwell stresses is the origin of the
prolate-oblate transitions observed in the experiments.
6. Electric Charges Accumulated at the Interfaces
The present model predicts all four types of morphological
transitions as observed experimentally for vesicles in ac electric
fields. Dielectric physics suggests that electric charges are
accumulated at the interfaces between lossy dielectrics (i.e., at the
exterior and interior interfaces of the vesicle), reflecting the
relaxationtime difference between the two interfacing media.
30,31
To understand the mechanisms of morphological transitions
more intuitively, it is instructive to reinterpret the force densities,
represented in eqs 19 and 20, in terms of the electric charges
accumulated at the exterior and interior interfaces of the vesicle.
Instead of treating the force densities applied to the exterior
and the interior interfaces individually, we consider the net force
densities
fmeðθÞ¼fexðθÞþfinðθÞð1-δÞ
2 ð41Þ
applied per unit area of the exterior interface. The area of the
interior interface is smaller than the area of the exterior interface
becauseofthefinitethicknessofthebilayermembrane.Thefactor
(1 - δ)
2 in the second term of eq 41 is the correction for the area
difference;seealsoeq21.Equation41includeshigher-orderterms
with respect to β1, β3,a n dδ. To the leading order of the series
expansion inpowersofβ1, β3,a n dδ, the net force densities fme =
(fmer(θ), fmeθ(θ), fmeφ(θ)) in a spherical coordinate system can be
represented as
fmerðθÞ¼Æqmeðθ,tÞE rðθ,tÞæ-
1
2
εwÆEθ
2ðrex,θ,tÞ-Eθ
2ðrin,θ,tÞæ
ð42Þ
fmeθðθÞ¼Æqmeðθ,tÞ Eθðrin,θ,tÞæ ð43Þ
with
E rðθ,tÞ 
1
2
ðEexrðrex,θ,tÞþEinrðrin,θ,tÞÞ ð44Þ
qmeðθ,tÞ εexEexrðrex,θ,tÞ-εinEinrðrin,θ,tÞð 45Þ
and fmeφ(θ) = 0. Because the tangent electric fields Eθ(r, θ, t)a r e
continuous across each interface, the corresponding indices ex,
me, and in, are omitted (i.e., E(rex, θ, t) t Eexθ(rex, θ, t)=
Eme0(rex,θ,t)a n dEθ(rin,θ,t)tEmeθ(rin,θ,t)=Einθ(rin,θ,t)).A
brief derivation of eqs 42 and 43 is given in the Supporting
Information.
The quantity qme(θ, t) is the net electric charge density
accumulatedatthemembrane(i.e.,thesumoftheelectriccharges
accumulatedatthe exterior and interiorinterfaces) and is exposed
totheeffectivenormalelectricfieldE r(θ,t).Itisimportanttonote
that qme(θ, t) represents true electric charges (e.g., ions in the
solutions) and that the electric charges induced by the dielectric
polarizations of the membrane and of the solutions do not give
rise to the force densities. The first terms in eq 42 and eq 43
represent theforcedensitiesarisingfromtheinteractionsbetween
thenetelectricchargesqme(θ,t) accumulatedattheinterfacesand
theelectricfieldsEr(θ,t)andEθ(rin,θ,t).Thesecondtermofeq42
is the net quantity of the so-called electric pressure of Maxwell
stresses. Equations 42and 43demonstratethatthe force densities
associated with the Maxwell stresses can be reinterpreted as the
force densities arising from the interactions between the electric
fieldsandtheaccumulatedelectricchargesandthosearisingfrom
t h ee l e c t r i cp r e s s u r e .
It is important to note that this interpretation is possible
because of the characteristic geometry of the vesicle, where two
solutions of nearly equal dielectric constants are separated by a
thin layer of low electric conductivity and low dielectric constant.
The accumulated electric charges qme(θ, t) and the effective
normal electric field E r(θ, t) to which qme(θ, t) is exposed can
becalculatedbysubstitutingtheexpressionofelectricfields,given
by eq 8, into eqs 44 and 45; see section 3.3.
Figure 5. (a) The polynomial Λ(ω h), evaluated by eq 40, is plotted
as a function of the rescaled frequency ω h for σin/σex = 0.1 as the
solid curve and for σin/σex = 1.5 as the broken curve. The zeros of
Λ(ω h)indicatemorphologicaltransitionsandaremarkedbycircles.
The angular frequency of the electric field is rescaled by the
dielectric constant εw of water and the exterior conductivity σex
as ω h   ωεw/σex; see eq 38. The dielectric constant ratio εme/εw
between the membrane and water, the ratio rin/rex between the
interior and exterior radius, and the conductivity ratio σme/σex
between the membrane and the exterior solutions is fixed to 0.026,
0.999,and0,respectively.Thelow-frequencypartofthesolidcurve
in (a) is magnified in (b) revealing another zero of Λ(ω h).12398 DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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7. Mechanism of Morphological Transition
7.1. Mechanisms of Prolate Deformation in the Low-
Frequency Regime. The stable shape of a vesicle in low
frequency fields with |β1| , δ and |β3| , δ is provided by a prolate
independent of the conductivity ratio χ. Indeed, the amplitude s of
the deformation is independent of the conductivities of the interior
solutions; see eq 25. The sign of s is determined by the compressive
Maxwell stresses arising from the tangent electric fields; see the
second term on the right-hand side of eq 17. In section 6, these
Maxwell stresses are represented as an electric pressure; see the
second term on the right-hands i d eo fe q4 2 .B e c a u s el i p i d
membranes are electrical insulators, both the conduction currents
and the displacement currents across the membranes are negligibly
small in the low-frequency regime. The electric fields are distributed
to avoid the membrane because of its high electrical resistivity
against both conductive and displacement currents and become
tangent to the surface of the vesicle. Because of the geometry of the
vesicle, the magnitudes of the tangent electric fields are largest at the
equator; see Figure 2. The tangent electric fields generate the
compressive Maxwell stresses and push the equator of the vesicle
from the exterior to deform it into a prolate. The membrane
completely insulates the interior solution from the electric field,
and the conductivity of the interior solution does not affect the
electric field distributions and the Maxwell stresses in the low-
frequency regime. Thus, the amplitude s of deformation is indepen-
dent of the conductivities of the interior solutions (eq 25), which are
independent of β3.
7.2. Mechanisms of the Prolate-Oblate Morphological
Transition. In the intermediate frequency regime, the vesicle
exhibits morphological transitions from prolate to oblate for
χ < 1 whereas it keeps its prolate morphology for χ >1w i t h
increasingfieldfrequency.Theconductioncurrent flowingacross
the membrane isstill negligiblysmall.However, the displacement
currentsflowingacrossthemembraneincreasewiththefrequency
andarenot negligibleinthefrequencyregimeofinterest. Because
thedisplacementcurrentscanpossiblyflowacrossthemembrane,
the electric fields, which were tangential to the membrane in the
low-frequency regime, now attain a normal component as well.
The electric fields penetrate into the interior solution, and the
conductivity of the interior solution affects the distribution of
theelectricfieldsaswell astheMaxwell stresses. Intheintermedi-
ate regime, both the tensile and the compressive contributions to
the Maxwell stresses as well as the shear Maxwell stresses are not
negligible but generate force densities in the r and θ directions to
deform the vesicle.
TheMaxwellstresseshavetensileandcompressivecontribu-
tions arising from the normal and tangent electric fields,
respectively; see eq 17. In the reinterpretation of section 6,
the tensile Maxwell stresses arising from the normal electric
fields generate the force densities that can be rewritten in the
form of the interactions between accumulated electric charges
and the normal electric fields; see the first term on the right-
hand side of eq 42. Furthermore, the compressive Maxwell
stresses arising from the tangent electric fields generate force
densities that can be rewritten as an electric pressure; see the
second term on the right-hand side of eq 42. Because the tensile
and compressive contributions to the Maxwell stresses are
interpreted differently, it is important to discuss these two
contributions separately.
First, we discuss the force densities arising from the interac-
tions between accumulated electric charges and the electric fields
(i.e., the shear Maxwell stresses and the tensile Maxwell stresses
arisingfromthenormalelectricfields).Followingtheargumentin
section 6, we consider the net force densities of the membrane
instead of individual force densities applied to the exterior and
interiorinterfaces.Thenetchargedensityqme(θ,t)accumulatedat
the membrane is represented by eq 45, where Eexr(rex, θ, t)a n d
Einr(rin, θ, t) are given by eq 8. In the intermediate frequency
regime, |β1|, |β3|, and δ are of the same order of magnitudes and
are orders of magnitudes smaller than 1; see section 4. The
asymptotic expression of the net electric charge density qme(θ, t)
accumulated at the membrane for this regime is derived as
qmeðθ,tÞ¼
3
2δ
E0 cos θ
εex
σex
-
εin
σin
  
ωεme ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ
ω2
ωo
2
s cosðωtþφoÞð 46Þ
with
tan φo ¼
ωo
ω
ð47Þ
by expandingeq 45 with respect to β1,β3,a n dδand byusing eqs 62
and 63. The polarity of the net electric charge density accumulated
at the membranedepends onthe difference in the relaxation time of
the exterior and interior solutions; see the contents of the square
brackets in eq 46. Because we have assumed that the dielectric
constants of the solutions are not sensitive to the solute concentra-
tions (i.e., εex = εin = εw), the polarity of the electric charge den-
sities changes sign at χ = 1. The asymptotic expression of the
normal and the tangent electric fields, which are exposed to the
accumulatedelectricchargesqme(θ,t),arecalculatedbyeqs8and44
for Eθ(rin, θ, t)i nt e r m so fβ1, β3,a n dδ and are written as
E rðθ,tÞ=
3
4δ
E0 cos θ
1
σex
þ
1
σin
  
ωεme ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ
ω2
ωo
2
s cosðωtþφoÞð 48Þ
Eθðθ,tÞ= -
3
2δ
E0 sin θ
ωεme
σin
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ
ω2
ωo
2
s cosðωtþφoÞð 49Þ
by the lowest-order term. Note that the tangent electric fields
Eθðθ,tÞ are uniform across the two interfaces and the membrane
in the asymptotic limit (i.e., Eθ(rex, θ, t) = Eθ(rin, θ, t)) and are
denoted as Eθ(θ, t) by omitting rex and rin. It is important to note
that the phases of the oscillation of the electric fields for both
the normal and the tangent components match the phase of the
oscillation of the electric charges accumulated at the interfaces of
the vesicle.
Snapshots of the accumulated electric charges qme(θ, t)a n dt h e
electric fields E r(θ, t)a n dEθ(θ, t)a r ed i s p l a y e di nF i g u r e6
according to eqs 46, 48, and 49 by taking into account the phase
matching. The force densities exerted on the vesicle are given by the
productoftheaccumulatedelectricchargesqme(θ,t)a n dt h ee l e c t r i c
fields, E r(θ, t)a n dEθ(θ, t); see eqs 42 and 43. When the electric
fields reverse the direction, the polarities of the accumulated electric
charges reverse synchronously to keep the directions of the force
densities constant because of phase matching. For χ >1 ,t h e
accumulated electricchargesexperience tangentialforcedensitiesof
fmeθ(θ, t) that point toward the poles. The tensile Maxwell stresses
arising from the normal electric fields generate normal force
densities fmer(θ, t) at the poles toward the exterior of the vesicle.
Thetangentandthenormalforcedensitiesdonotcompetebutboth
deform the vesicle into a prolate shape as illustrated in Figure 6a.
Forχ<1,however,theaccumulatedelectricchargesexperiencethe
tangential forces fθ(t) toward the equator. The tensile Maxwell
stressesarisingfromthenormalelectricfieldsleadtonormalforceDOI: 10.1021/la1011132 12399 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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densities fr(θ, t) at the poles toward the interior of the vesicle for
χ<1.Thetangentandnormalforcedensitiesdonotcompetebut
both deform the vesicle into an oblate shape.
The prolate deformation in the low-frequency regime is ascribed
totheelectricpressure(i.e.,thecompressive Maxwellstressesarising
from the tangential electric fields). With increasing frequency, the
electric fields around the vesicle are redirected in the membrane
normal because of the displacement currents across the membrane
and electric charges are accumulated at the interfaces of the vesicle.
For conductivity conditions with χ > 1, the force densities arising
from the interactions between the accumulated electric charges and
the electric fields are applied in the direction to deform the vesicle
further into a prolate. However, for conductivity conditions with
χ < 1, the latter force densities act to deform the vesicle into an
oblate with increasing field frequency and compete with the electric
pressure. The vesicle exhibits the prolate-oblate morphological
transition (i.e., transition 4 in Figure 1) when the force densities
arising from the interactions between the electric fields and the
accumulated electric charges win over the electric pressure. The
polaritiesoftheelectricchargesaccumulatedattheinterfacesof
the vesicle change sign at χ = 1 by changing the conductivity
condition; see the inside of the square brackets in eq 46 and
Figure 6. It reverses the direction of the force densities arising
from the interactions between the accumulated charges and the
electric fields. The vesicle exhibits another type of prolate-
oblate morphological transition (i.e., transition 3 at χ =1i n
Figure1)bychangingthe conductivity ratio χwhile keepingthe
field frequency in the intermediate frequency regime. In short,
the prolate-oblate transition originates from the competition
between the electric pressure and the force densities arising
from the interactions between the accumulated charges and the
electric fields or the reversing of the polarity of the accumulated
electric charges at χ =1 .
7.3. Contributions of the Vesicle Geometry to the Prolate-
OblateFrequency Transition. One important physical concept
involved in the prolate-oblate transition is the redirections of the
electric fields at the interfaces by the displacement currents. The
vesicles are essentially insulators, and the conduction currents
across the membrane are negligible. The displacement currents
across the membrane increase with the field frequency, and the
electric fields are redirected to some extent towards the membrane
normal to allow the displacement currents to flow. The geometries
of the vesicles, which are characterized by δ   lme/rex,a l s oa r e
involved in the redirection of the electric fields. For spherical
vesicles (i.e., δ 6¼ 0), the electric fields can be directed along
the tangent of the vesicles to avoid currents flowing across the
membranes when the frequency of the electric fields is sufficiently
low. It is necessary to increase the field frequency to redirect the
electric fields towards the normal of the membrane surface. How-
ever, when the external electric fields are applied perpendicular
to a slab of membrane (i.e., δ f 0), the electric fields cannot
avoid the membrane even in low-frequency electric fields because
of the geometry of the system. In this case, the frequencies of the
prolate-oblate transitions converge to ωc f 0 (eq 31) because the
electric fields penetrate into the internal solutions even without
increasing the displacement currents owing to the geometry. There-
fore, the frequencies of the prolate-oblate transitions are deter-
mined by the competition between the geometric parameter δ and
the field frequency ω. This is the reason that the three frequency
regimes are divided on the basis of the comparison between the
magnitudes of δ,| β1|, and |β3|. The frequencies of prolate-oblate
transitions are dependent not only on the interior conductivities
σin but also on the geometries δ (i.e., the size of the vesicles) in the
morphological diagram; see eq 31. The shifts of the transition
frequency for different interior conductivities are partially seen in
Figure 1. However, systematic experiments, which focus on the
dependence of the transition frequencies on the size of the vesicles
andtheinteriorconductivities,arenecessarytocheckthevalidityof
the present theory.
7.4. Mechanisms of Prolate/Oblate-Sphere Morpholo-
gical Transitions. The prolate/oblate-sphere transitions origi-
natefromthedecayoftheworkdonebytheMaxwellstressinthe
high-frequency regime; see section 4.3. Though the prolate-
sphere and oblate-sphere transitions (i.e., transitions 1 and 2)
were denoted as separate transitions in the experiment in section
2, the origins of the two morphological transitions are common.
In the high-frequency regime, in which prolate/oblate-sphere
transitions were observed experimentally, |β1|a n d| β3| are orders
Figure 6. Snapshots of the distributions of the electric charges
accumulated by the Maxwell-Wagner mechanism and the force
densities arising from the interactions between the electric fields
and the accumulated charges for (A) σex < σin and (B) σin < σex.
Thesumoftheelectricchargesaccumulatedattheexteriorandthe
interior interfaces(i.e., qme(θ, t)) isdepicted; see section 6. fr and fθ
arethenetnormalandtangentforcedensities,respectively.During
half of the time, the ac electric fields are directed opposite to the
electricfieldsdepictedintheFigures.Sincetheaccumulatedelectric
charges reverse their polarity in phase with the reversal of the
electric fields, the force densities are always directed in the same
direction for any period of time.
Figure 7. Morphological diagram predicted theoretically as a
function of conductivity ratio σin/σex between the interior and
exterior solutions and frequency ν, ν = ω/2π. Equations 31 and
34are used toplotthe diagram. The solid curve,the brokencurve,
and the dottedcurve are calculatedfor σin=1. 5,6. 5,an d1 3μmS/
m, respectively. For the calculation, the membrane thickness lme
andtheradiusofthevesiclermearetakentobe4nmand20μm.The
dielectric constants of the membrane εme and the water εw are 2ε0
and 80ε0. The rescaled threshold amplitude ηth of deformation
(eq 35) is 0.59. This threshold value corresponds to a deformation
amplitudeofs=0.5μmforavesiclewithabendingrigidityofκ=
2.0   10
-19 J in an electric field with a magnitude of 200 V/cm.12400 DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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of magnitude larger than δ; see section 4. The asymptotic
expression of the net electric charges qme(θ,t) accumulated at
the membrane for this regime are calculated as
qmeðθ,tÞ¼3E0 cos θ
σexσin
2σex þσin
εex
σex
-
εin
σin
  
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ
ω2
ωs
2
s cosðωtþφsÞ
ð50Þ
with
tan φs ¼ -
ω
ωs
ð51Þ
by expanding eq 45 with respect to δ/β1 and δ/β3 by the lowest-
order terms. The accumulated electric charge densities qme(θ, t)
decay gradually with frequency in the asymptotic limit. The
inverse Maxwell-Wagner charging time ωs provides the cutoff
frequencies for the electric charge decay; see eq 34. The electric
charges, which play a role in the conduction currents, cannot
follow electic fields of frequency larger than ωs. In the intermedi-
ate- and high-frequency regimes, the force densities arising from
the interactions between the electric fields and the accumulated
electricchargesareresponsibleforvesicledeformationstoprolate
oroblate.Becausethoseforcedensitiesareproportionaltothenet
accumulated electric charges (eq 45), the vesicle gradually returns
to a sphere by increasing the frequency.
At frequency higher than the inverse Maxwell-Wagner time
ωs,thedisplacementcurrentsdominatetheconductioncurrentsin
theexteriorandinteriorsolutionsaswellasinthemembrane.The
displacementcurrentsinduceelectricchargesatthetwointerfaces
of the vesicle by generating dielectric polarization in the three
media. However, the force densities are not generated by the
electric charges induced by the dielectric polarizations but by the
true electric charges accumulated by the conduction currents;
see section 6. The net true electric charge densities are accumu-
latedatthemembranebythedifferencebetweentheelectricfluxes
comingintothemembraneandthosegoingoutofthemembrane;
see eq 45. The discontinuity of the electric flux across the
membrane decreases with frequency because the electric fields
aredistributedaccordingtothedielectricconstantsratherthanthe
conductivities in the high-frequency region; see eq 12. Therefore,
the redistribution of the electric fields by increasing the frequency
istheoriginofthedecayoftheaccumulatedelectricchargesandof
the prolate/oblate-sphere morphological transitions.
One may wonder whether the compressive Maxwell stresses
arising from the tangent electric fields (i.e., the electric pressure
represented by eqs 42) can contribute to the deformation of the
vesicle in the high-frequency regime after the force densities
arising from the interactions between the accumulated electric
chargesand theelectricfieldsdecay.Inthelow-frequencyregime,
the tangent electric fields are generated only at the exterior of the
vesicle because the membrane insulates the electric fields and the
tangent electric fields generate Maxwell stresses to push the
equator of the vesicle into a prolate from the exterior. However,
in the high-frequency regime, the tangent electric fields are conti-
nuous across the membranes and the Maxwell stresses arising
from the tangent electric fields push the equator of the vesicle not
only from the exterior but also from the interior within the same
order of magnitude. As a result, the Maxwell stresses applied at
the exterior and interior interfaces cancel each other (eq 42) and
theMaxwell stressesarisingfromthetangentelectric fieldsare no
longer included in the leading terms of the deformations in the
high-frequency regime.
8. Discussion
8.1. Electric Fields in the Low-Frequency Regime. It is
instructivetoexaminetheelectricfieldsaroundthevesicleforlow
frequencies. In the latter frequency regime, |β1|a n d| β3| are much
smallerthanδ;seesection4.Theasymptoticexpressionofnormal
field components for this regime is derived by expanding eq 8 for
k = 2 with respect to β1/δ and β3/δ as
Emerðrex,θ,tÞ¼
3
2δ
E0 cos θ cos ωt ð52Þ
by the lowest-order terms. The normal electric fields are uniform
in the membrane (i.e., Emer(rex, θ, t) = E(rin, θ, t)) by the lowest-
order terms. In a similar manner, the asymptotic forms of the
normal electric fields at the solution sides of the exterior and
interior interfaces can be written as
Eexrðrex,θ,tÞ¼-
3
2δ
ωεme
σex
E0 cos θ sin ωt ð53Þ
Einrðrin,θ,tÞ¼-
3
2δ
ωεme
σin
E0 cos θ sin ωt ð54Þ
respectively, which are obtained by expanding eq 8 for k=1a n d3
with respect to β1/δand β3/δby the lowest-order terms. For typical
experimental parameters, the magnitudes of the normal electric
fields in the membrane are on the order of 10
6 V/cm whereas the
magnitudes of the normal electric fields on the solution sides of the
interfaces are on the order of 2 V/cm (e.g., δ =1 0
-4, E0 =1 0 0V /
cm, σex = σin =1 0
-3 S/m, εme =2 ε0,a n dω =1 0
2 Hz). This esti-
mate suggests that the magnitudes of the electric fields change
abruptly, by a factor of 10
6, across the exterior and interior
interfaces. One may wonder whether the large jumps in the normal
electric fields across the interfaces are physical.
In the low-frequency regime, the conduction currents, which are
proportional to the conductivities, are responsible for the electric
currents flowingthroughthe exterior andinteriorsolutions whereas
the displacement currents, which are proportional to the suscep-
tance ωεme, are responsible for the electric currents across the
membrane because of its extremely low conductivity. The conduc-
tivities of the solutions are orders of magnitudes larger than the
susceptance, ωεme, of the membrane. Thus, the solutions behave as
almost perfect conductors and the membrane behaves as a perfect
insulator. Because the electric fields in the conductive solutions are
relativelysmall,theelectricvoltagebetweenthetwoelectrodesinthe
chamber is essentially applied across the membranes whose thick-
ness is on the order of a nanometer. Thus, the large difference in the
ability of both types of currents to flow between the membrane and
the solutions and the nanoscopic thickness of the membrane lead to
the large differences in the magnitudes of the electric fields between
t h em e m b r a n ea n dt h es o l u t i o n s .
Because our theory is based on macroscopic electrodynamics, we
assumed that the electric charges were accumulated at the interfaces
butignored the finite thickness of the accumulated layer; see section
6. The abrupt changes in the electric fields reflect this simplifying
assumption. At the molecular level, the ions form diffuse layers in
the vicinity of the membrane surfaces. The diffuse layers may be
described by spatially dependent (effective) dielectric constants and
were studied extensively in the context of induced charge electro-
osmosis (ICEO).
34,35 The thicknesses of the diffuse layer at the
exterior and interior interfaces are estimated by the molecular field
(34) Murtsovkin, V. A. Colloid J. 1996, 58, 341.
(35) Lacoste,D.;Menon,G.I.;Bazant,M.Z.;Joanny,J.F.Eur.Phys.J.E2009,
28, 243–264.DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 12401 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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theory to be (Dεex/σex)
1/2 and (Dεin/σin)
1/2, respectively, where D is
the diffusion constant and is on the order of 10
-5 cm
2/s for small
ions such as sodium and chloride. For typical experimental para-
meters, the thickness of the diffuse layer is on the order of 27 nm for
σex = σin =1 0
-3 S/m and εex = εin =8 0 ε0. Therefore, the ampli-
tudesofthenormalelectricfieldsdonotchangediscontinuouslybut
smoothly across the diffuse layer, whose thickness is on the order of
27 nm. Because the thickness of the diffuse layer is much smaller
thantheradiusofthevesicle,theelectricfieldsandtheforcedensities
calculated in the present study are sufficiently accurate to provide a
reliable description of the morphological transitions.
Molecularfieldtheoryassumesacontinuousdistributionofions
aroundthemembranesurfaces.Thediscretenatureoftheionsmay
affect the gradient of the electric fields as discussed in ref 36, but
these discrete ion effects are beyond the scope of our study.
Experimentally, strong electric fields open pores in mem-
branes.
10,29,37 In the low-frequency regime, the present theory
estimates the transmembrane potentials to be ∼0.6 V for our
experimental geometry whereas the transmembrane potentials
necessary to induce electroporation are ∼0.1-1V .
37 Here, the
transmembranepotential wasestimatedbyeq52for E0 =20 0V /
cm and rex =2 0μm. Thus, one might worry about the strong
electric fields opening pores in the membrane and the effect of
these pores on the experimentally determined morphological dia-
gram as displayed in Figure 1. However, no electroporation of the
vesicles was detected in the experiments described in section 2.
8.2. Comparison with the Electrohydrodynamic Model.
Previously,theprolate-oblatetransitionsforχ<1werepredicted
numerically by an electrohydrodynamic model.
25 In this theory,
the membrane was modeled as a capacitor with effective trans-
membrane potentials based on classical studies by Schwan.
27
Vlahovska et al.
25 estimated the frequencies for the prolate-oblate
transitions from the charging time of the membrane capacitance.
The focus of the electrohydrodynamic theory was on possible
hydrodynamic flows driven by ac electric fields, and the electro-
staticsunderlyingtheprolate-oblatetransitionswerenotanalyzed
in detail. In contrast, the present study emphasizes the physical
mechanismsunderlyingtheprolate-oblatetransitions;seesections
7.2 and 7.3. Furthermore, we derived analytical expressions for the
frequenciesoftheprolate-oblatetransitions,andthesefrequencies
are accessible experimentally; see section 8.3.
Intheelectrohydrodynamictheory,thefrequenciesoftheprolate/
oblate-sphere transitions were estimated by inverse Maxwell-
Wagner time. This theory, however, employs effective transmem-
brane potentials
27 in which Maxwell-Wagner relaxation is not
takenintoaccount,thoughthisrelaxationisthephysicalmechanism
underlying the prolate/oblate-sphere transitions. In contrast, these
relaxation mechanisms are naturally included by solving the Max-
well equations for the quasistatic approximation. The theory pre-
sented here provides a unified description of all experimentally
observedmorphologicaltransitionsofthevesicleinacelectricfields.
8.3. ComparisonwithExperiment. Themorphologicaldia-
grams predicted in the present theory are qualitatively in agree-
ment with the experimentally determined morphological
diagrams. However, there remain some quantitative discrepan-
cies.Forcomparison,themorphologicaldiagramofavesiclewith
a2 0μm radius is calculated for typical experimental parameters
using eqs 31 and 36, and the results are shown in Figure 7.
The present theory predicts the frequency at which the vesicle
exhibits the prolate-oblate transition (transition 4 in Figure 1),
roughlyinagreementwithexperiments.However,thefrequencies
of these prolate-oblate transitions depend not only on the
conductivity ratio χ and on the absolute value of σin but also on
theradiusofthevesicle;seeeq31.Antonovaetal.
38andPeterlin
39
found that the frequency for prolate-oblate transitions is in-
versely proportional to the radius of the vesicle. In our present
theory, the frequency for prolate-oblate transitions is given by
eq 31 with the parameter δ defined in eq 23. Thus, the present
theory is in agreement with those experimental results. However,
in these latter experiments, the vesicles were prepared under
symmetric conductivity conditions, which are sensitive to impu-
rities, in the experiments in refs 38 and 39. The prolate-oblate
transitions were probably induced by ion impurities as suggested
by the authors.
38,39 More systematic experiments are necessary
for a quantitative comparison between theory and experiment.
Equation31derivedherepredictsthereducedfrequencyrmeωc/σin
fortheprolate-oblatetransitionsasafunctionofχcollapseonto
one curve regardless ofthe vesicle size and the conductivity ofthe
vesicle interior. This prediction is accessible via experiments.
The frequencies of prolate/oblate-spheretransitions(transitions
1and2inFigure1) arenotdirectlydependentonthesizeofthevesi-
cle; see eq 36. Though the shape of the boundary between prolate/
oblate and sphere in the theoretically predicted morphological
diagram agrees well with the experiments, the frequencies of these
transitions are predicted to be much higher than the experimentally
determined values. The frequencies of prolate/oblate-sphere tran-
sitionsareproportionaltoσin(eq36),andthetransitionfrequencies
shift steadily to the higher frequency with σin. However, the experi-
mentally determined shifts in the transition frequencies with σin are
not as large as the theoretically predicted shifts; see Figures 1 and 7.
Inspiteofthisquantitativediscrepancy,thepresenttheorypredicted
the shape of the boundaries between the prolate/oblate and sphere
quitewell.Thus,onemightspeculatethatanotherphysicalmechan-
ism,whichchangestheconductivitiesand/orthedielectricconstants
of the solutions to effective values, might be involved.
In the present model, we assumed that the conductivities and
dielectric constants of the aqueous solutions are homogeneous
and frequency-independent. However, the following factors may
influence these parameters. First, the diffuse layers induced by
lipid-ion electrostatic interactions may affect the local conduc-
tivities and dielectric constants in the immediate vicinity of the
membrane.
40-42 Second, the bulk solution conductivities may
exhibit dispersion at high frequencies. Third, the different mobi-
lities of the positive and negative charges can change the effective
dielectric constants in the membrane and the diffuse layers; see
also section 8.1. These space and frequency dependencies of the
conductivities and the dielectric constants are sensitive to the ion
species; experiments in this direction may clarify the origin of the
difference between the theoretically predicted and experimentally
measured transition frequencies.
9. Conclusions
The deformations of the vesicles in ac electric fields were
studied theoretically and experimentally for a wide range of field
frequencyandconductivityconditions.Thecomparisonoftheory
and experiment indicates that the conduction and displacement
currents flowing through the system provide the basic mechanisms
for the morphological transitions of vesicles in ac electric fields
because the vesicle shapes are sensitive to the conductivity ratio χ
and the frequency. The origins and mechanisms of the morpholo-
gical transitions were studied by extending the Winterhalter-
Helfrich model to asymmetric conductivity conditions across the
(36) Nelson, A. P.; McQuarrie, D. A. J. Theor. Biol. 1975, 55,1 3 –27.
(37) Harbich, W.; Helfrich, W. Z. Naturforsch. 1979, 34, 1063–1065.
(38) Antonova, K.; Vitkova, V.; Mitov, M. D. Eur. Phys. Letts. 2010, 89, 38004.
(39) Peterlin, P. J. Biol. Phys, 2010, DOI:10.1007/s10867-010-9187-3.12402 DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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membraneandtoawiderangeoffrequencies.Thefreeenergieswere
constructedasthesumofthebendingenergiesofthemembraneand
the work done by the Maxwell stresses. The stable shapes of the
vesicle were determined by the conditions used to minimize the free
energies.Themorphologicaldiagrampredictedinthepresenttheory
is qualitatively in agreement with that determined experimentally.
T h et r u ee l e c t r i cc h a r g e sa r ea c c u m u l a t e da tt h et w oi n t e r f a c e so f
the vesicle by the so-called Maxwell-Wagner mechanism.
30,31 The
mechanisms of the four morphological transitions are elucidated on
the basis of the electric pressure of the Maxwell stresses and the
electric forces arising from the interactions between the electric fields
and the accumulated electric charges. The electric pressure deforms
thevesicletoaprolateinthelow-frequencyregime.Theaccumulated
electric charges increase with frequency because the displacement
currents across the membrane redirect the electric fields near the
interfaces toward the membrane normal. For smaller interior con-
ductivities or χ < 1, the vesicle exhibits prolate-oblate transitions
(i.e., transitions 2 and 3 in Figure 1) when the electric forces arising
from the interactions between accumulated electric charges and the
electric fields overcome the electric pressure. For larger interior
conductivities or χ > 1, electric charges of opposite polarities are
accumulated at the vesicle, and the electric forces arising from the
interactions between accumulated electric charges and the electric
fields, together with the electric pressure, deform the vesicle into a
prolate. Figure 6 describes the basic mechanism underlying the
prolate-oblate transitions. The prolate-sphere and oblate-sphere
transitions, which were observed in the high-frequency regime for
bothχ>1andχ< 1,were ascribedto the decay oftheaccumulated
true electric charges. Therefore, we conclude that the true electric
charges accumulated at the vesicle interfaces play an essential role in
the morphological transitions of vesicles in ac electric fields.
In the present study, we carefully examined the electric fields
around the vesicle with spherical shell geometry. Though further
effortisnecessarytoreachquantitativeagreementwithexperiments,
the present study is an important step in understanding the electro-
deformation of vesicles in ac electric fields. The equation of the
deformation amplitudes represented as a function of the magnitude
and the frequency of the applied ac electric fields should be useful
in extractinginformation on themechanical properties of vesiclesin
electro-deformation experiments.
13,29,43 Vesicles can assume sphero-
cylindricalshapes(e.g.,tubelikeanddisklikemorphologies)when
exposed to dc pulses. Those shapes are transient and observable
onlyforashorttimeperiod.Theoverallaspectratiooftheshapes
dependsontheconductivityratiobetweenthevesicleinteriorand
exterior in a manner that is analogous to the deformation of
vesicles in ac electric fields.
10 Therefore, it is of interest to extend
the present theory to the transient shapes of the vesicles in dc
pulses. Furthermore, we believe that the present study provides a
basis to understand other electric phenomena observed for
vesicles, such as electroporation (electropermeabilization),
10,29,37
liposome electroformation,
11,12 and electrohydrodynamics.
29,44
Afterthecompletionofthiswork,webecameawareofarecent
study by Peterlin reporting an extension of the Winterhalter-
Helfrich calculations to asymmetric conductivity conditions.
39
In the latter work, the morphological diagram was calculated
numericallybutthephysicalmechanismsunderlyingthemorpho-
logical transitions were not analyzed in detail.
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Appendix A: Explicit Expressions for Electric Fields
In the quasistatic approximation, it is possible to define the
electric potentials Uk(r, θ) that satisfy the Laplace equations r
2Uk-
(r,θ)=0 for each medium; see Supporting Information. The electric
fields Ek(r, θ)f o rk=1, 2, and 3 are derived from the electric poten-
tialsUk(r,θ) ofthecorrespondingmediumasEk(r,θ)=-rUk(r,θ).
The Laplace equations have solutions that approach eq 7 far away
from the vesicle and satisfy eqs 11 and 12 at the exterior and interior
interfaces. The latter solutions have the form
32
Ukðr,θÞ¼-Ec
kr cos θþ
μk cos θ
r2 ð55Þ
with k = 1, 2, and 3. Note that the first and second terms have the
form of the electric potentials arising from constant electric fields in
thezdirectionandthatarisingfromtheimagedipoleslocatedatthe
centerofthevesicle,respectively. TheamplitudesEk
c andμkfor k=
1,2,and3aredeterminedtosatisfyeqs11and12attheexteriorand
interior interfaces of the vesicle and approach uniform applied
electric fields (eq 7) far away from the vesicle, r f ¥. μ3 is zero
because the electric potentials and electric fields do not diverge at
thecenterofthevesicle,r=0.TheamplitudesEk
c andμkfork=1, 2,
and 3, determined by such boundary conditions, are derived as
Ec
1 ¼ E0 ð56Þ
Ec
2 ¼
3ð1þ2β3Þ
ð2þβ1Þð1þ2β3Þ-2ð1-β1Þð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
E0 ð57Þ
Ec
3 ¼
9β3
ð2þβ1Þð1þ2β3Þ-2ð1-β1Þð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
E0 ð58Þ
μ1 ¼ rex
3E0 -
3 ð1þ2β3Þ-ð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
"#
ð2þβ1Þð1þ2β3Þ-2ð1-β1Þð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
rex
3E0
ð59Þ
μ2 ¼
3ð1-β3Þrin
3
ð2þβ1Þð1þ2β3Þ-2ð1-β1Þð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
E0 ð60Þ
μ3 ¼ 0 ð61Þ
with
β1  
σ2 -iωε2
σ1 -iωε1
ð62Þ
β3  
σ2 -iωε2
σ3 -iωε3
ð63Þ
The parameters β1 and β3 represent the ratio between the
membrane admittance, ψme, and the admittances of the exterior
and interior solutions, ψexand ψin, respectively. rinand rexarethe
interior and the exterior radii of the vesicle. In the symmetric
conductivity condition across the membrane (i.e., β1 = β3),
(40) Bockmann, R. A.; Grubmuller, H. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 2004, 43, 1021–
1024.
(41) Clarke, R. J.; Lupfert, C. Biophys. J. 1999, 76, 2614–2624.
(42) Klasczyk, B.; Lipowsky, R.; Dimova, R. To be submitted for publication.
(43) Graci  a, R. S.; Bezlyepkina, N.; Knorr, R. L.; Lipowsky, R.; Dimova, R.
Soft Matter in press, DOI:10.1039/B920629A.
(44) Staykova, M.; Lipowsky, R.; Dimova, R. Soft Matter 2008, 4, 2168–2171.DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 12403 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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eqs 57-61 return to the equations derived by Winterhalter and
Helfrich.
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Appendix B: Derivation of the Work Done by the
Maxwell Stresses
The derivation ofWeloflowest order in s issummarized inthis
section.WelistheworkdonebytheMaxwellstresses,andfirstwe
derive the components of the Maxwell stress tensor. To calculate
the Maxwell stresses, it is necessary to know the electric field
distributions in the vicinity of the exterior and interior vesicle
interfaces. The electric field distributions in the vicinity of a
spherical vesicle are derived in eq 8. Because of s , rme,i ti s
sufficienttocalculatetheelectricfielddistributionsforaspherical
vesicle. The r component of the electric fields at the exterior
interface is represented as
Ekrðrex,θ,tÞ¼
1
2
½Rk,exe-iωt þR
 
k,exeiωt E0 cos θ ð64Þ
fork=1and2,wheresubscripts1and2indicatetheelectricfields
on the exterior solution side and membrane side of the exterior
interface. Subscript “ex” in R1,ex and R2,ex indicate the exterior
interface. We do not use subscripts “ex” and “in” to indicate the
exterior and interior solutions and use 1 and 3 in this section to
avoid confusion. R1,ex and R2,ex are written as
R1,ex ¼
3β1 ð1þ2β3Þþ2ð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
"#
ð2þβ1Þð1þ2β3Þ-2ð1-β1Þð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
ð65Þ
R2,ex ¼
3 ð1þ2β3Þþ2ð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
"#
ð2þβ1Þð1þ2β3Þ-2ð1-β1Þð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
ð66Þ
Because of one of the boundary conditions (eq 11), the θ
component of the electric fields is continuous across the inter-
faces. The θ component of the electric fields at the exterior
interface is written as
Eθðrex,θ,tÞ¼
1
2
½γexe-iωt þγ
 
exeiωt E0 sin θ ð67Þ
with
γex ¼ -
3 ð1þ2β3Þ-ð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
"#
ð2þβ1Þð1þ2β3Þ-2ð1-β1Þð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
ð68Þ
Again, subscript ex in γex indicates the exterior interface.
Inasimilarmanner,thercomponentoftheelectricfieldsatthe
interior interface are represented as
Ekrðrin,θ,tÞ¼
1
2
½Rk,ine-iωt þR
 
k,ineiωt E0 cos θ ð69Þ
fork=2and3wheresubscripts2and3indicatetheelectricfields
onthemembranesideandtheinteriorsolutionsideoftheinterior
interface. The in subscripts in R2,in and R3,in indicate the interior
interface. R2,in and R3,in are represented as
R2,in ¼
9
ð2þβ1Þð1þ2β3Þ-2ð1-β1Þð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
ð70Þ
R3,in ¼
9β3
ð2þβ1Þð1þ2β3Þ-2ð1-β1Þð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
ð71Þ
The θ component of the electric fields at the interior interface is
written as
Eθðrin,θ,tÞ¼
1
2
½γine-iωt þγ
 
ineiωt E0 sin θ ð72Þ
with
γin ¼ -
9β3
ð2þβ1Þð1þ2β3Þ-2ð1-β1Þð1-β3Þ
rin
3
rex
3
ð73Þ
The in subscripts in γin indicate the interior interface.
ThegeneralformoftheelectrostaticMaxwellstressisshownin
eq 16. Among the six independent components of the Maxwell
stress tensor in each medium, only rr and rθ components are
important. The rr and rθ components of the Maxwell stress
tensors are represented as
Tkrrðr,θ,tÞ¼εk
1
2
Ekr
2ðr,θ,tÞ-
1
2
Ekθ
2ðr,θ,tÞ
  
ð74Þ
Tkrθðr,θ,tÞ¼εkEkrðr,θ,tÞ Ekθðr,θ,tÞð 75Þ
respectively, with k = 1, 2, and 3. The first suffix k in Tkrr and Tkrθ
represents the medium through which the Maxwell stresses are
applied, and the latter two suffixes, rr and rθ, represent the
corresponding bases of the tensor components. Because φ compo-
nents are absent from the electric fields, the rφ and θφ components
of the Maxwell stress tensors are zero. The θθ and φφ components
of the Maxwell stress tensors are nonzero, but we omit the
expressions because those components do not apply net force
densities to the vesicle.
The rr and rθ components of the Maxwell stresses are calcu-
lated by eqs 74 and 75, respectively. The rr components of the
Maxwell stresstensorsontheexternalsolutionside, T1rr(rex, θ, t),
andthemembraneside,T2rr(rex,θ,t),oftheexteriorinterfacesare
represented as
T1rrðrex,θ,tÞ
¼
1
4
ε1E0
2 jR1,exj
2 þ
R1,ex
2e-i2ωt þR1,ex
 2ei2ωt
2
 !
cos2 θ
2
4
- jγexj
2 þ
γex
2e-i2ωt þγex
 2ei2ωt
2
 !
sin2 θ
#
ð76Þ
T2rrðrex,θ,tÞ
¼
1
4
ε2E0
2 jR2,exj
2 þ
R2,ex
2e-i2ωt þR2,ex
 2ei2ωt
2
 !
cos2 θ
2
4
- jγexj
2 þ
γex
2e-i2ωt þγex
 2ei2ωt
2
 !
sin2 θ
#
ð77Þ
The rθ components of the Maxwell stresses on the external
solution side and the membrane side of the exterior interfaces12404 DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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are written as
T1rθðrex,θ,tÞ¼
1
4
ε1E0
2 sin θ cos θ½R1,exγ
 
ex þR
 
1,exγex
þR1,exγexe-i2ωt þR
 
1,exγ
 
exei2ωt ð 78Þ
T2rθðrex,θ,tÞ¼
1
4
ε2E2
0sinθcosθ½R2,exγ
 
ex þR
 
2,exγex
þR2,exγexe-i2ωt þR
 
2,exγ
 
exei2ωt ð 79Þ
In a similar manner, the rr components of the Maxwell stress
tensors on the membrane side and internal solution side of the
interior interfaces are derived as
T2rrðrin,θ,tÞ
¼
1
4
ε2E0
2 jR2,inj
2 þ
R2,in
2e-i2ωt þR2,in
 2ei2ωt
2
 !
cos2 θ
2
4
- jγinj
2 þ
γin
2e-i2ωt þγin
 2ei2ωt
2
 !
sin2 θ
#
ð80Þ
T3rrðrin,θ,tÞ
¼
1
4
ε3E0
2 jR3,inj
2 þ
R3,in
2e-i2ωt þR3,in
 2ei2ωt
2
 !
cos2 θ
2
4
- jγinj
2 þ
γin
2e-i2ωt þγin
 2ei2ωt
2
 !
sin2 θ
#
ð81Þ
The rθ components of the Maxwell stress tensors on the mem-
brane side and internal solution side of the interior interfaces are
expressed as
T2rθðrin,θ,tÞ¼
1
4
ε2E0
2 sin θ cos θ½R2,inγ
 
in þR
 
2,inγin
þR2,inγine-i2ωt þR
 
2,inγ
 
inei2ωt ð 82Þ
T3rθðrin,θ,tÞ¼
1
4
ε3E0
2 sinθ cos θ½R3,inγ
 
in þR
 
3,inγin
þR3,inγine-i2ωt þR
 
3,inγ
 
inei2ωt ð 83Þ
By taking the average of the components of the Maxwell
stresses, the time-independent parts of the Maxwell stresses at
the exterior interfaces are extracted as
T1rrðrex,θÞ ÆT1rrðrex,θ,tÞæ
¼
1
4
ε1E0
2½jR1,exj
2 cos2 θ -jγexj
2 sin2 θ ð 84Þ
T2rrðrex,θÞ ÆT2rrðrex,θ,tÞæ
¼
1
4
ε2E0
2½jR2,exj
2 cos2 θ-jγexj
2 sin2 θ ð 85Þ
T1rθðrex,θÞ ÆT1rθðrex,θ,tÞæ
¼
1
4
ε1E2
0sinθcosθ½R1,exγ
 
ex þR
 
1,exγex ð 86Þ
T2rθðrex,θÞ ÆT2rθðrex,θ,tÞæ
¼
1
4
ε2E0
2 sin θ cos θ½R2,exγ
 
ex þR
 
2,exγex ð 87Þ
where Ææ represents the time average over one period of the ac
electricfield.Wedenotethetime-independentpartoftheMaxwell
stressesTk(r,θ,t)byremovingthetdependencefromthenotation
(i.e., by Tk(r, θ)w i t hk = 1, 2, and 3). The time-independent part
of the Maxwell stresses at the interior interfaces is calculated in a
similar manner as
T2rrðrin,θÞ¼
1
4
ε2E0
2½jR2,inj
2 cos2 θ-jγinj
2 sin2 θ ð 88Þ
T3rrðrin,θÞ¼
1
4
ε3E0
2½jR3,inj
2 cos2 θ-jγinj
2 sin2 θ ð 89Þ
T2rθðrin,θÞ¼
1
4
ε2E0
2sin θ cos θ½R2,inγ
 
in þR
 
2,inγin ð 90Þ
T3rθðrin,θÞ¼
1
4
ε3E0
2 sin θ cos θ½R3,inγ
 
in þR
 
3,inγin ð 91Þ
The force densities arising from the Maxwell stresses are
calculated by eqs 19 and 20. The work done by the force densities
is derived in eq 21 as
Wel ¼ W^ þW
) ð92Þ
with
W^ ¼
2π
15
rex
2sE0
2½ε1jR1exj
2 -ε2jR2exj
2 þ
2π
15
rin
2sE0
2½ε2jR2inj
2
-ε3jR3inj
2 þ
2π
15
rex
2sE0
2ðε1 -ε2Þjγexj
2 þ
2π
15
rin
2sE0
2ðε2 -ε3Þjγinj
2
ð93Þ
W
) ¼ -
2π
15
rex
2sE0
2½ε1ðγexR
 
1ex þγ
 
exR1exÞ-ε2ðγexR
 
2ex
þγ
 
exR2exÞ -
2π
15
rin
2sE0
2½ε2ðγinR
 
2in þγ
 
inR2inÞ
-ε3ðγinR
 
3in þγ
 
inR3inÞ  ð94Þ
by the first-order terms of s. Note that the lowest-order terms of
Wel with respect to s are linear in s.
Appendix C: Expressions for Coefficients A, B, and C
in Equation 37.
The morphological transitions are indicated by zeros of the work
donebytheMaxwellstressesWel.Λ(ω h) (eq40) isthedeterminantof
the zeros of Wel. Λ(ω h) is a quadratic function of ω h
2. The number of
zeros in Wel is determined by the sign and the magnitude of coeffi-
cientsA,B,andC.Here,wesummarizethedependenceofA,B,and
Contheconductivitiesandthedielectricconstantsofthemembrane
and the two solutions, as well as on the vesicle geometry. For
simplicity, we assume that the dielectric constants are symmetric
a c r o s st h em e m b r a n e( i . e . ,εex=εin=εw) and that the conductivities
are asymmetric (i.e., σex 6¼ σin).
A is represented as
A ¼ -
εme
εw
1-
εme
εw
  
1þ2
εme
εw
  
þ2
rin
rex
   3
1-
εme
εw
   "# 2
þ 1-
εme
εw
  
1þ2
εme
εw
  
-
rin
rex
   3
1-
εme
εw
   "# 2
þ9
rin
rex
   2εme
εw
1-
εme
εw
   2
ð95Þ
A is independent of the conductivities of the solutions and the
membrane,σex,σme,andσin.Aisplottedasafunctionofrin/rexfor
several εme/εw values in Figure 8. A values with typical dielectric
constants of the membrane, εme = 2ε0,a n dw a t e r ,εw = 78ε0,a r e
plotted with the solid curve inFigure8.A ispositive for all radius
ratios rin/rex for the dielectric constants studied. In the limit ofDOI: 10.1021/la1011132 12405 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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vanishing membrane thickness, rin/rex f 1, A is zero. Because the
thickness ofthe giant vesicles is much smaller than the radius, rin/
rex =1- δ ≈ 1, A is a very small positive value for the vesicles
studied in the experiments. For comparison, the graphs of A are
plotted for εme/εw = 0.013 and 0.051 with the dotted and broken
curves in Figure 8, respectively. A is not strongly sensitive to the
dielectric constants of the membrane and the solutions.
B is represented in the form of a quadratic function of χ as
B ¼ b2χ2 þb1χþb0 ð96Þ
with
b2 ¼ -
εme
εw
1-
εme
εw
  
1þ2
rin
rex
   3  ! 2
þ 1-
εme
εw
  
1-
rin
rex
   3  ! 2
þ9
εme
εw
rin
rex
   2
ð97Þ
b1 ¼ 21 -
εme
εw
  
1-
rin
rex
   3  !
σme
σex
2þ
rin
rex
   3  ! 0
@
-2
εme
εw
1þ2
rin
rex
3
    
-18
rin
rex
   3εme
εw
σme
σex
-
εme
εw
  
þ18
rin
rex
   2 εme
εw
  
σme
σex
  
ð98Þ
b0 ¼ -4
εme
εw
1-
εme
εw
  
1-
rin
rex
   3  ! 2
σme
σex
   2
-27
rin
rex
   2 σme
σex
   2
þ 1-
εme
εw
  
2þ
rin
rex
   3  ! 2
σme
σex
   2
þ9
rin
rex
   2εme
εw
1-
εme
εw
   2
þ
σme
σex
   2
-
εme
εw
 !
1þ2
εme
εw
   "
þ2
rin
rex
   3
1-
εme
εw
   #2
þ 1-
εme
εw
  
1þ2
εme
εw
   "
-
rin
rex
   3
1-
εme
εw
   #2
þ2
σme
σex
-
εme
εw
  
1þ2
εme
εw
   " 2
4
þ2
rin
rex
   3
1-
εme
εw
   #
  1þ2
εme
εw
  
-
rin
rex
   3
1-
εme
εw
   "#
þ9
rin
rex
   3σme
σex
3
5
ð99Þ
TheBvaluesareplottedasafunctionofχforseveralεme/εwvaluesin
Figure9a,whererin/rex=0.999andσme/σex=0.Typicalvaluesofthe
dielectric constants of lipid membrane, εme=2ε0,a n dw a t e r ,εw=
80ε0, are used tocalculate the solid curves in Figure 9.The graphs of
B values for εme/εw=0.051 and 0.013 are also plotted as the dotted
and broken curves in Figure 9a for comparison. The sign of B
changesatχ=1foralloftheεme/εwvaluesinvestigated.Bisnegative
forχ<1andispositiveforχ>1. The sign of Bchangesexactlyatχ=
1forvanishingmembranethickness(i.e.,rin/rex=1). Bisplottedasa
function of χ for several rin/rex values and σme/σex=0 in Figure 9b,
where εme/εw and σme/σex are fixed to 0.026. The solid curves
in Figure 9a-c are plotted for identical parameters. rin/rex is
represented as 1 - (lme/rex) and increases with the radius of the
vesicle. The χvalue at which Bchanges sign shifts to a smaller value
as rin/rex becomes smaller. If the vesicle is very thick or very small, in
particular, if the thickness is larger than about 3% of the radius of
thevesicle,thenBispositivefortheentirerangeofχ.Bisplottedasa
function of χ for several σme/σex values in Figure 9c, where εme/εw
and rin/rex are fixed to 0.026 and 0.999, respectively. Because the
conductivityofpurewaterisontheorderof10
-5S/m(i.e.,σme/σexis
smaller than 10
-9 for lipid membranes), σme/σex = 0i sag o o d
approximation even in the absence of salt in the solution. The B
values of the vesicles change sign at x=1f o rσme/σex =0, where Bis
negative for x<1 and is positive for x>1. The dependence of the χ
value on σme/σex,a tw h i c hBchanges sign, is negligibly small at least
in the σme/σex r a n g eo fi n t e r e s t( i . e . ,1 0
-11 e σme/σex e 10
-9). For a
spherical shell made of conducting material with large σme/σex (e.g.,
Figure 9c), B is positive for all χ values.
The expression for C is written in the form of a quadratic
function of χ and is given as
C ¼ c2χ2 þc1χþc0 ð100Þ
with
c2 ¼
σme
σex
1þ2
rin
rex
   3  !
þ 1-
rin
rex
   3  ! 0
@
1
A
2
-
εme
εw
2þ
rin
rex
   3  ! 2
þ9
εme
εw
rin
rex
   2
ð101Þ
c1 ¼ 2
σme
σex
1-
rin
rex
   3  !
þ
σme
σex
1þ2
rin
rex
   3  ! 0
@
1
A
2
4
  2
σme
σex
1-
rin
rex
   3  !
þ 2þ
rin
rex
   3  ! 0
@
1
A
-
εme
εw
2þ
rin
rex
   3  !
4-
rin
rex
   3  !
þ9
εme
εw
rin
rex
   2#
ð102Þ
c0 ¼
σme
σex
   2
2
σme
σex
1-
rin
rex
   3  !
þ 2þ
rin
rex
   3  ! 0
@
1
A
2 2
6 4
-
εme
εw
4-
rin
rex
   3  ! 2
þ9
rin
rex
   2 εme
εw
-2
  
-18
rin
rex
   2
3
5
ð103Þ
Coefficients c1andc0arecomposedoftermsproportionaltoσme/
σexand(σme/σex)
2,anditispossibletoassumec1=0andc0=0for
Figure 8. PlotsofthecoefficientAofthepolynomialΛ(ω h)defined
by eq 37 as a function of the ratio rin/rex between the interior and
exterior radii. The dotted, solid, and broken curves are plotted for
the dielectric constant ratio εme/εw between the membrane and
water: 0.013, 0.026, and 0.051, respectively.12406 DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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the experimental conditions under which σme/σex = 0 is a good
approximation. The values of C are calculated as a function of χ
for several εme/εw values in Figure 10a, where rin/rex and σme/σex
arefixedto0.999and0,respectively.ThesolidcurveinFigure10a
is plotted for a typical dielectric constant of the lipid membrane,
εme=2ε0,a n dw a t e r ,εw=78ε0 (i.e., εme/εw=0.026). For vanish-
ing σme/σex, C is positive for the entire range of χ values. For
comparison,Cisalsoplottedforεme/εw=0.013andεme/εw=0.051
with the dotted and broken curves in Figure 10a, respectively.
These plots show that C is not strongly sensitive to the dielectric
constants. The C values are plotted as a function of χ for several
rin/rex values in Figure 10b, and εme/εw and σme/σex are fixed to
0.026 and 0, respectively. The solid lines in Figure 10a-ca r e
plotted for identical parameters. The solid lines in Figure 10b,c
almost overlap with the χ axis at first glance because the C values
for this condition are much smaller than those for the other
conditions. The ratio rin/rex increases with the vesicle radius, and
Figure 10b shows that C values increase with the membrane
thickness. C is sensitive to rin/rex to some extent. For vanishing
σme/σex, the values of C are always positive for the entire range of
χ and rin/rex. C is plotted as a function of χ for several σme/σex
valuesinFigure10,whereεme/εwandrin/rexarefixedto0.026and
0.999,respectively.Conductivitiesσexandσinarechangedsystem-
atically in the range from 10
-5 to 10
-3 in the experiments;
however, the C values did not show a noticeable change in the
range of σme/σex values of interest. If the vesicle were made of
conducting material so that σme/σex were larger than 0.02, C
would change sign at about χ =1 .
Figure 9. B coefficients of Λ(ω h), defined in eq 37, plotted as a
function of the conductivity ratio σin/σex between the interior and
the exterior solutions. (a) Plots of B for several values of the
dielectric constant ratio εme/εw between the membrane and water.
The dotted, solid, and broken curves are plotted for εme/εw =
0.013, 0.026, and 0.051, respectively. The rin/rex ratio between the
interior and exterior radii is fixed to 0.999, and the conductivity
ratiobetweenthemembraneandtheexteriorsolutionsisfixedto0.
(b) Plots of B for εme/εex = 0.026, σme/σex = 0, and several rin/rex
values. The rin/rexvaluesusedtoplotthe dotted, broken, and solid
curves are 0.97, 0.99, and 0.999, respectively. (c) Plots of B for
rin/rex =0 . 9 9 9 ,εme/εex = 0.026, and several σme/σex values. The
σme/σex values used to plot the solid curve, the broken curve, and
the dotted curve are 0, 0.02, and 0.05, respectively.
Figure 10. Coefficient C of Λ(ω h), defined in eq 37, plotted as a
functions of the conductivity ratio σin/σex between the interior and
theexteriorsolutions.(a)PlotsofCforseveralvaluesofthedielectric
constant ratio εme/εw between the membrane and water. The εme/εw
values used to plot the dotted, solid, and broken curves are 0.013,
0.026, and 0.051, respectively. The ratio rin/rex of the interior and
exterior radii is fixed to 0.999, and the conductivity ratio σme/σex is
f i x e dt o0 .( b )P l o t so fC for εme/εw = 0.026, σme/σex =0 ,a n df o r
severalrin/rexvalues.Thedotted,broken,andsolidcurvesareplotted
for rin/rex =0 . 9 7 ,rin/rex = 0.99, and rin/rex = 0.999, respectively.
(c) Plots ofC for rin/rex = 0.999, εme/εw = 0.026, and several values
of σme/σex.T h eσme/σex values used to plot the solid, broken, and
dotted curves are 0, 0.02, and 0.05, respectively.DOI: 10.1021/la1011132 12407 Langmuir 2010, 26(14), 12390–12407
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In summary, for typical experimental parameters, A and C are
positive and take small values for all χ values. B changes sign at
about χ =1 ,w h e r eB <0f o rχ <1a n dB >0f o rχ >1 .T h e s e
properties originate from the fact that lipid bilayer membranes
behaveasinsulatorsandthatthethicknessofthebilayermembrane
is much smaller than the lateral dimension of the vesicle. The
morphological transitions predicted from these properties are
described in section 5. The present model is applicable to thick
membranes (e.g., polymer capsules or polymersomes).
45 For the
thick membranes, A and C are still positive but take larger values
than those for lipid bilayer membranes. B is positive for the whole
range of χ values if the thickness of the membrane exceeds about
3% of the radius of the object. In this limit, the prolate-oblate
transitions are truncated. For the spherical shell made of conduct-
ingmaterials,Aisstillpositivebutthebehaviorsof BandCchange
dramatically. Cchanges sign at about χ= 1 for large σme/σex (e.g.,
0.02). B changes sign at some value smaller than χ =1f o rσme/σex
valuessmallerthan0.05.However,Bispositivefortheentirerange
of χ for σme/σex larger than 0.05.
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